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Contact list as one of greatest function of Mobile phone, not only provides users contact information
storage, but also contact information searching. As a leader of smartphone, iPhone equipped with
powerful contact function undoubtedly.

However, as an iPhone user, do you have some special requires about contact list? Such as
showing your contact list to others through internet or backuping for your contact list in any case,
how can you achieve your idea? Maybe you are thinking about copy the contact list to Mac?  Youâ€™re
really smart. You can transfer contact list to Mac with iPhone contact to Mac transfer.

iPhone Contact to Mac Transfer is a program to transfer iPhone contacts to Mac, including iPhone,
iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 etc. iPhone Contact to Computer Transfer for Mac can manage
your iPhone like a portable hard disk. Quick Search and Filter tools will help you hit what you want
as easily as iTunes does. To transfer iPhone contacts to Mac is not only a good way to backup
iPhone contacts to Mac, but also allows you to transfer iPhone contacts to new iPhone.

How to Backup iPhone contacts to Mac with iPhone Contact to Mac Transfer.

Step1: Download and install the software.

Step2: Connect iPhone to the Transfer.

After connect iPhone to the Transfer, all the menus on the iPhone will show up in the panel of the
Transfer program.

Step3: Transfer iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 to Mac.

(1) Click the "Contact" button on the left to display all the book files in the library panel.

(2) Choose the specific book files you want to transfer and check them by ticking in the
corresponding box.

(3) Click the "Export checked files to local" button to transfer iPhone Contact to Mac and create a
new folder to save them.
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Ander Winger - About Author:
As a busy part-time student, contact list is a significant record for my work and life. I have to a
backup iPhone contact list to Mac.If You have special requires to contact list,why nota transfer
contact list to Mac as me do.
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